
FICHE PRODUIT · DECYL1-NE
Cylinder cover extension for CPREG - RAL 7026

Détails techniques

Pour visualiser la fiche produit sur notre site internet, cliquez-ici

DECYL® : the SEWOSY solution to maintain the mechanical cylinder of a door, while equipping it with a CPREG®

electromagnetic locking handle.

DECYL1-NE is a development of the DECYL1 option. This part has been designed to enable the installation of a
CPREG-NE extension, which is ideal for solidifying the handle fixing points on aluminium doors and/or covering the
holes of the old lock. Thanks to these two versions created in France, SEWOSY offers a complete range of products
to meet in most cases, the needs of customers who wish to keep a mechanical locking.

Technical specifications :

- Suitable for locks with an axis between 30 and 70 mm

- Graining of the part (improving resistance to scratching)

- Clipping force adapted to the extension

- Colour anthracite grey RAL 7026

- "SEWOSY DECYL®" marking
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Available alone or as a service (including the cutting of the handle and the extension):

- DECYL1-NE (part sold singly)

- DECYL1-NE/FAB (part + handle and extension cutting service)

this product ensures top quality finishes, a perfect fit, as well as a significant saving in installation time by choosing
the full service.

Indeed, to facilitate the installation, we take care of the cuttings required for the DECYL® and offer you the cut to the
height of your CPREG®profile in our workshop. Production time: 5 working days (excluding powder coating time).
When ordering your equipment, select the chosen CPREG® handle and extension, mention the reference DECYL1-
NE/FAB and complete this form by clicking here. 

Always attentive to the situations you face in the field, SEWOSY is constantly innovating to extend its offer and its
answers to meet your needs!
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